
PEACEMAKER – Devotion
Children of God Devote Themselves to Making Peace
Pastor Michael Vuorensivu - May 15, 2022

I want you to think about the last 6 months of your life. You can probably think of people in your
family, your workplace, or your church who were having difficulty resolving conflict. God sees
conflict as an opportunity for believers in Christ to draw on His mercy and strength in order to
respond to confrontation and disputes with wisdom and grace. A PeaceMaker focuses on God
in the midst of conflict by breathing in His grace and seeking His leadership, relying on His
moment-to-moment wisdom - walking with Him and others as we build, restore and reconcile
with those around us.

CHILDREN OF GOD DEVOTE THEMSELVES TO MAKING _____________________
Matthew 5:9 - Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God.

Romans 12:9-21

PEACEMAKERS ARE _____________________ TO LOVING OTHERS
Romans 12:10 - Be devoted to one another in love. Honor one another above yourselves.

The Slippery Slope Outline found in “The Peacemaker” by Ken Sande -
https://rw360.org/product/the-peacemaker-a-biblical-guide-to-resolving-personal-conflict-paperb
ack/
Diagram - https://www.reliancefellowship.org/conflict-styles-slippery-slope/

THE ESCAPE RESPONSES TO CONFLICT

● Denial - pretending that a conflict doesn’t exist or refusing to do what we can to work it
out.

● Flight - running away from a conflict
● Suicide -  When people lose all hope of resolving a conflict, they may seek to escape

the situation (or make a desperate cry for help) by attempting to take their own lives.
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THE ATTACK RESPONSES TO CONFLICT

● Assault - An assault uses various forms of force and intimidation - physical force is a
more obvious form of assault but verbal attacks are more often used to take others down
-- gossip and slander -- making others look bad sometimes allows us to feel better about
ourselves.

● Litigation - Another way to force people to bend would be through taking them to court.
● Murder - People attempt to take control of a conflict or maintain control by eliminating

those who oppose them. Jesus says in Matthew 5 that we stand guilty of murder in
God’s eyes when we harbour anger or contempt in our hearts towards others.

PEACEMAKERS LIVE AT PEACE WITH _____________________
Romans 12:18 - If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone.

JESUS GIVES US HIS _____________________
John 14:27 - Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world
gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid.

6 BIBLICAL STEPS FOR RENEWING RELATIONSHIPS AND DEALING WITH CONFLICT

● DEVOTION (pursuing those we are in conflict with in order to show them the love of
God)

● REFLECTION (self-awareness in conflict) ,
● CONFESSION (personal accountability in conflict),
● CONNECTION (How to connect, if, when & how we confront) ,
● RECONCILIATION (dealing with forgiveness and unforgiveness),
● RESTORATION (How to renew and strengthen all of our relationships).

__________________________________________________

PEACEMAKER CHALLENGE QUESTIONS:

Look at the slippery slope diagram

● Give a recent example where you found yourself looking to escape the conflict (left side
of the slope) by denying it was happening or running away from having to deal with it.
What do you think was motivating you to run?
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● NOTE: If you have thought about suicide recently, then sharing this struggle is so
important. You could share it with a trusted friend in your life group, or call one of our
Pastors or you could anonymously call the BC Crisis Center for help
-https://crisiscentre.bc.ca/get-help/

● Give an example of where you found yourself on the right side of the slope attacking
another person either with your words or even physically. Maybe you have even recently
been involved in litigation. Most often though, we find ourselves in places where may be
harboring anger or contempt in our hearts towards others. When was the last time you
were truly angry at someone close to you?

● Devoting ourselves to pursuing peace with everyone in every and all types of conflict
requires a willing commitment. Talk about how committed you are to pursuing peace with
those who have truly hurt you. Do you have an example in your life where it would be
almost impossible for you to forgive someone and work it out.

● Take time to pray for one another regarding the conflicts that have been shared and ask
God to help you strengthen your commitment to looking at this series as an opportunity
to grow in your relationships through specific peacemaking strategies.
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